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	For the first time, this book offers a critical review of the calcification process of the organic and inorganic phases of mineralized tissues focusing on the earliest phases. It includes a methodological chapter which provides the necessary practical information for making appropriate choices. The book is set to become an important reference source for the shelves of bone densitometry labs across the world.
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Data Lifecycles: Managing Data for Strategic AdvantageJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Businesses now rely almost entirely on applications and databases, causing data and storage needs to increase at astounding rates. It is therefore imperative for a company to optimize and simplify the complexity of managing its data resources.
   Plenty of storage products are now available, however the challenge remains for...
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Networking with Microsoft TCP/IP Certified Administrator's Resource EditionNew Riders Publishing, 1997
Finally, an all-inclusive resource for implementing TCP/IP and it's certified by Microsoft. No other book on the market combines thorough coverage, expert advice, and Microsoft-certified training material in one great book. You'll find in-depth, up-to-date coverage of the latest TCP/IP technologies, including managing DHCP, leveraging WINS,...
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Extending BootstrapPackt Publishing, 2014

	Understand Bootstrap and unlock its secrets to build a truly customized project!


	About This Book

	
		Learn to use themes to improve your user experience
	
		Improve your workflow with LESS and Grunt.js
	
		Get to know the most useful third- party Bootstrap plugins


...
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Learning Data Mining with PythonPackt Publishing, 2015

	Harness the power of Python to analyze data and create insightful predictive models


	About This Book

	
		Learn data mining in practical terms, using a wide variety of libraries and techniques
	
		Learn how to find, manipulate, and analyze data using Python
	
		Step-by-step instructions...
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Joomla! 3 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Even if you've never even begun to build a website, this guide will have you completing one within an hour. It's a fast, practical, fun introduction to Joomla! and content managed website creation.


	Overview

	
		Create a Joomla! website in an hour with the help of easy-to-follow steps and...
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Specification by Example: How Successful Teams Deliver the Right SoftwareManning Publications, 2011

	The book you hold in your hands, or see on your screen, is the result of a series
	of studies of how teams all over the world specify, develop, and deliver the
	right software, without defects, in very short cycles. It presents the collective
	knowledge of about 50 projects, ranging from public websites to internal back-office
	systems....
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